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Insider
Building a data-safe public sector
Following the introduction of the Notifiable Data Breaches scheme in 2018,
the IT has industry has been alarmed — though certainly not surprised — to see
the number of notifications continue to rise. What has been a surprise is that
governments had managed to keep themselves out of the statistics. Well, no
more.
In the OAIC’s report covering July to December 2020, governments make their
appearance for the first time. In fact, the public sector made it into the top five sectors
for notifiable data breaches. There were 33 reported incidents, 29 of which were put
down to human error — only two incidents were the result of a criminal attack. This is
very different to the experience of the private sector, where 58% of breaches were the
result of criminal or malicious activity.
Data security is a grave issue, and it is one that governments are taking very
seriously. In this issue, Connor Dilleen of the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner outlines the policy framework and practical steps that can be taken by
everyone involved in all levels of government, to keep citizen data as safe and secure
as possible.
Naturally, data is of no use to anyone unless it can be used, and in this issue we’re
very pleased to have the Interim National Data Commissioner, Deborah Anton, outline
the Data Availability and Transparency Bill, the Data Sharing Principles and a Data
Sharing Agreement, the latter of which will be a template for government agencies and
data users to use when sharing data.
Still on the topic of data, EY’s Sonia Sharp also opines on data sharing, with
particular emphasis on the human services sector and how its rich data sets can help
caseworkers understand the full needs and circumstances of the people they are trying
to help. There’s plenty of work to be done in making data more usable and less siloed.
After all, as Sharp says, “If consumers can find and book accommodation on Airbnb
in under a minute, why are our caseworkers spending hours calling around to find
placements for at-risk children?”
The other topic that won’t go away in the current environment, of course, is the
ongoing disruption to workplaces caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. In this issue we
present a number of viewpoints on what can be done and which technologies can help,
from contact centres to unified communications
Jonathan Nally, Editor
editor@govtechreview.com.au
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Four Key Tips from our
Incident Response Experts
Responding to a critical cyber incident can be an incredibly stressful and intense time.
While nothing can fully alleviate the pressure of dealing with an attack, understanding
these key tips from incident response experts will help give your team advantages
when defending your organisation.

01.

React as quickly
as possible

There are a few reasons why teams may take too long to react.
The most common is that they don’t understand the severity
of the situation they find themselves in, and that lack of awareness
leads to a lack of urgency. When an organization is under attack,
every second matters.

03.

Complete visibility is crucial

While navigating an attack, nothing makes defending an
organisation more difficult than flying blind. It’s important to have
access to the right high-quality data, which makes it possible
to accurately identify potential indicators of attack and determine
root cause. Effective teams collect the right data to see the signals,
can separate the signals from the noise, and know which signals
need to be prioritized.

02.

Don’t declare “mission
accomplished” too soon

Successfully removing malware and clearing an alert doesn’t
mean the attacker has been ejected from the environment.
Our Incident response teams ensure they address the root
cause of the original incident, and having remediated thousands
of attacks, know when and where to investigate deeper.

04.

It’s OK to ask for help

No organization wants to deal with breach attempts However,
there’s no substitute for experience when comes to responding
to incidents. This means that the IT and security teams often
tasked with high-pressure incident response are thrown into
situations that they simply don’t have the skills to deal with —
situations that often have a massive impact on the business.

How Sophos can help?
Triage, Contain, and Neutralize Active Threats 24/7

Provides 24/7 threat hunting, detection, and response

Leading Endpoint and Server Protection with EDR

Immediate response to active threats

Optimize cloud costs and improve security

Find out how: www.sophos.com

Security

Managing data
breach risk in the
public sector
Connor Dilleen*

Australian Government agencies have obligations to take
reasonable steps to protect personal information.
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trong data management
is integral to the
operation of government
agencies. Data breaches
involving personal
information can cause serious harm to
affected individuals and, depending
on an agency’s response, diminish
community confidence in an agency’s
information handling practices and
disrupt operations.
The Notifiable Data Breaches (NDB)
scheme was introduced in 2018 to
drive proactive security practices to
protect personal information and to
require organisations that experience
a data breach and are covered by the
Privacy Act — which includes most
Australian Government agencies — to
be transparent and accountable. An
agency that experiences a data breach
involving personal information that
puts individuals at risk of serious harm
must notify the Office of the Australian
Information Commissioner (OAIC) and
those affected. This ensures individuals
can take steps to mitigate harm.
The OAIC recently reported on data
breach notifications received under
the scheme from July to December
2020. For the first time since the
scheme commenced, the Australian
Government was among the top
five industry sectors to notify data
breaches.1
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Australian Government agencies
reported 33 eligible data breaches to
the OAIC — 6% of all data breaches
notified during the period. Human
error was the source of 29 Australian
Government data breach notifications
(88%), while two (6%) were the result of
a malicious or criminal attack and two
were caused by a system fault.
These statistics contrast with those
for the private sector, where malicious
or criminal attack, not human error, is
the leading source of reported data

breaches. From July to December
2020, malicious and criminal attacks
accounted for 58% of notifications
across all sectors, with human error
causing 38% of breaches.
Addressing the human factor
Human error breaches generally result
from a failure of process or procedure,
or simple inattention to detail.
Of the Australian Government data
breaches that resulted from human
error, approximately half involved
personal information being sent to a
wrong person either by email or mail. A
further nine resulted from unauthorised
disclosure of personal information,
either because of a failure to redact
documents or from their unintended
release or publication.
Australian Government agencies
should consider introducing technical
and process measures that mitigate
the risk of errors of this nature. For
example, disabling the auto-populate
function for the address field for
emails will limit the risk of them being
sent to the wrong person. For emails
with multiple recipients, warnings
for the sender to double check the
distribution list and to ensure use of the
blind carbon copy feature can help to
mitigate the risk of a data breach.
Agencies that store and regularly
communicate sensitive personal
information should adopt systems and
processes that ensure its security at
all stages of the information lifecycle
and that align with the requirements of
the Australian Government Information
Security Manual and the Protective
Security Policy Framework.
Reports received under the
Notifiable Data Breaches scheme
have confirmed the use of email for
storing and communicating personal
information is a privacy risk. Particularly
for sensitive personal information,
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Security
agencies should consider more secure

According to the ACSC, Australian

options, which may include encrypting

Government agencies reported 436

and password-protecting documents

cybersecurity incidents during the

containing personal information,

2019–20 financial year — 220 of

or transmitting them via websites,

which resulted in “data exposure,

online mailboxes or drop boxes that

theft, or leak”. This confirms that

provide additional security controls.

Australian Government agencies

Agencies should also consider

continue to confront an ongoing risk

introducing storage limits and archiving

of data breaches from cyber attacks.

mechanisms for email accounts to limit
the number of emails that staff retain.
Australian Privacy Principle 10 on the

As with human error, agencies
should put in place controls and
technologies to mitigate the risk of

quality of personal information requires

cybersecurity incidents occurring. The

agencies to take steps to ensure that

ACSC’s Essential Eight should be the

any personal information collected is

baseline for agencies.

accurate, up to date and complete. As
this includes key contact information

Data breach response

for individuals, agencies should

Australian Government agencies

regularly validate the records and

must also have effective systems

contact details of individuals with whom

for detecting, containing, assessing,

they are communicating to ensure

notifying and reviewing data

that correspondence is addressed

breaches. The capacity of agencies to

correctly.

identify and respond to data breaches

Agencies’ privacy and security

promptly and move to notify affected

governance arrangements should

individuals as quickly as possible is

also include appropriate training and

fundamental to their ability to meet the

resourcing to foster a privacy- and

Notifiable Data Breaches scheme’s

security-aware culture among staff. This

requirements and objectives.

can be achieved through information

From July to December 2020,

security programs that recognise that

the Australian Government was at

this is not just an issue for compliance

the bottom of the top five industry

or ICT areas, but for all staff. These

sectors when it came to the time taken

programs should be driven from the top

to identify that a data breach had

down — senior management should

occurred, and the subsequent time

actively support and promote good

taken to notify the OAIC.

privacy and security practices.

Sixty-one per cent of government
agencies identified an incident,

Minimising cyber risk

subsequently assessed to be an

On face value our statistics suggest that

eligible data breach, within 30 days of

human error breaches pose the most

it occurring, compared to 75% across

obvious risk to Australian Government

all sectors. And 58% of government

agencies. However, findings by both

agencies notified the OAIC within

the Australian National Audit Office

30 days of becoming aware of the

and Australian Cyber Security Centre

incident, compared to 78% across all

(ACSC) on cyber maturity and resilience

sectors.

in the public sector suggest there is

These figures suggest that

a need for agencies to continually

Australian Government agencies

improve how they manage the risk of

should check that they are equipped

cyber-enabled malicious and criminal

to ensure an efficient data breach

attacks.

response. An agency’s capacity to
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mitigate the risk of data breaches
and respond effectively when one
occurs is as dependent as much on
work practices and the associated
human factor as it is on technological
controls. Both must be factored into
agencies’ processes and plans.
When designing a data breach
risk mitigation and response plan,
agencies should consider the entire
spectrum of the information lifecycle,
including what personal information
they collect, how and where they
store it, how they secure it, how
it is transmitted and how long it is
retained.
Australian Government agencies
have obligations to take reasonable
steps to protect personal information.
Upholding a consistent, high standard
of personal information handling
practices to meet expectations
for security, accountability and
transparency in data breach
prevention and management will
maintain and build community trust.

* Connor Dilleen is a Director in the
Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner’s (OAIC) Dispute
Resolution branch. He leads the OAIC’s
work program for the Notifiable Data
Breaches scheme.
The OAIC has a range of guidance,
advice and resources on data
breaches, including a data breach
preparation and response guide
and a guide to securing personal
information.
In addition to notifying the OAIC if
a cyber incident results in an eligible
data breach under the Notifiable
Data Breaches scheme, agencies are
encouraged to report the incident
to the ACSC through cyber.gov.au or
1300CYBER1.
1. Government statistics in the OAIC’s Notifiable
Data Breaches reports relate to agencies that are
covered by the Privacy Act. The Privacy Act covers
most Australian Government agencies. It does not
cover a number of intelligence and national security
agencies, state and local government agencies,
public hospitals and public schools.
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How to boost

data centre resilience
and sustainability

A

s digitisation and
technological
advances bring us
hurtling towards
a new, more
integrated future, not all data
centre owners will be equally
equipped to handle the new levels
of operational agility required.
However, if risks and shortcomings
within existing data centre systems
and related management strategies
are recognised early enough,
stakeholders will improve their
chances to engineer a smooth
transition to the more dynamic future.
According to intelligence and
advisory firm Arizton, the global
data centre market will reach $174
billion by 2023. As disruptive IoT
technologies create a spike in demand
for data centres and as data continues
to become more valuable, more
sustainable, efficient, adaptive and
resilient data centre infrastructures will
be needed if owners are to cash in on
this growth opportunity.
Users will be looking for data
centre owners to implement more
diverse approaches to enable their
cloud and edge migrations, will look
to data centres to help them build
stronger partner ecosystems and will
expect more support in their efforts to
incorporate as-a-service offerings for
their customers.
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To accommodate these rising
marketplace demands, data centre
owners will be required to step up
performance in these four important
areas:
1. Sustainability — The data centre of
the future will be expected to both
integrate into and accommodate a
company’s complete upstream and
downstream supply chain sustainability
data. Above and beyond just tracking
company-based emissions, the notion
of Scope 3 emissions (or supply
chain-based emissions) will need to
be monitored, captured, analysed,
benchmarked and published.
2. Efficiency — Data centre efficiencies,
which often encompass only
process and hardware performance
efficiencies, will soon have to include
human resources, Capex and TCO
efficiencies. By instrumenting devices
with intelligent sensors, and by adding
more digital services and remote
monitoring capabilities, data centres
will be able to drive more efficient
human resources workflows (faster
alerting, more precise predictive
diagnostics) which will result in far
fewer instances of unanticipated
downtime.
3. Flexibility — As businesses across the
globe scramble to increase flexibility
while navigating unorthodox working
conditions and unpredictable supply
chains, a new mentality for remaining

© Stock.Adobe.com/au/Gorodenkoff

Data centres

in business has emerged: accelerate
your ability to deliver goods and
services with speed and precision.
As customers adapt to these new
marketplace realities, so must their
data centre facilities. Much more
flexible data centre designs will
emerge that allow data centre owners
to pivot and quickly scale up or down
as needed to handle the uncertain
future.
4. Resilience — By bringing in processes,
programs, tools and resources that
both enable minimum exposure to
hazards and associated risks (like
unanticipated blackouts) and rapid
reaction and recovery from unplanned
events, data centre owners will be in
a much stronger position to control
their destinies during times of crisis
and uncertainty. Even today, powerful
AI-based monitoring tools offer new
ways to remotely manage at-risk data
centre assets.
Schneider Electric’s EcoStruxure
IT, for example, automatically collects
critical infrastructure sensor values on
a regular basis and submits that data
to a centralised data lake in the cloud.
That data is then pooled with other
data collected from thousands of other
Schneider Electric customer sites.
To find out more about the power of
digitisation across the spectrum of energy
management and automation in data
centres, visit se.com/au.
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Headlines

Macquarie opens $17m
secure data centre in ACT
Macquarie Data Centres and Macquarie Government have jointly
launched a new $17 million data centre in Canberra to store
classified government data.
The new Intellicentre 5 (IC5) data centre has been purpose built
to house the most highly classified federal government workloads.
The fully sovereign data centre has been built to Tier IV and
to Security Construction and Equipment Committee (SCEC) Zone
5 specifications, and will be supported by over 150 Defence
Negative Vetting 1 (NV1) certified government-cleared engineers
operating a 24x7x365 support centre.
According to Macquarie Telecom, the project alone supported
over 400 construction and related industry roles in the ACT,
and the company has increased its workforce of cybersecurity
engineers by 25% since construction commenced in July 2020.
The build forms part of the more than $100 million invested in
the construction of secure, sovereign Australian data centres in
Sydney and Canberra by Macquarie in 2020, marking a record
investment year for the company.
Construction of the facility was completed on time and on
budget by December 2020 despite the challenges posed by
COVID-19, and in contrast to the overall industry-wide 10.4%
decline in data centre infrastructure spending during the year, as
estimated by Gartner.
“Data and cloud demand has skyrocketed as the pandemic
continues to bring forward years’ worth of IT and digital
transformation projects,” Macquarie Data Centres Group Executive
David Hirst said.
“Ensuring that data remains secure, sovereign and within
Australia’s borders is vital to protecting our national security and
privacy interests — this facility embodies that need in every way.”
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The NSW Government’s Service NSW app has been
downloaded more than four million times, approximately
75% of NSW’s adult population. The app has been used by
patrons across the state for more than 117 million COVID-safe
check-ins. Premier Gladys Berejiklian said the technology
has been a game changer for businesses during the
pandemic, while keeping the community safe.
Premier Berejiklian said the technology has been used
to enhance the user experience and prioritise public safety,
with figures indicating that citizens have embraced the
technology.
“I want to thank the people of NSW for downloading the
Service NSW app more than four million times, accounting
for around half the state’s population, which continues
to keep our community safe from COVID-19. The app has
not only provided an easy solution for businesses and
customers for checking in, it importantly assists NSW Health
and the contact tracing team in the event of an outbreak,”
said Premier Berejiklian.
Minister for Customer Service Victor Dominello said more
than 80,000 businesses are using the check-in feature, with
94% giving it the thumbs up. Minister Dominello added that
the app has been updated to enable customers to save the
details of their dependents, with a reminder notification to
help users check-out to be introduced soon.
“We want the customer to be at the centre of everything
we do, which is why we are constantly bolstering the app in
response to feedback. You can also use the app to download
a Digital Driver Licence, renew registrations and find out the
latest COVID advice,” said Minister Dominello.

©stock.adobe.com/au/Skyelar

Image courtesy Macquarie Data Centres

Service NSW app used
by four million citizens
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Headlines

DTA releases Hosting
Certification Framework
The Digital Transformation Agency has released the Hosting
Certification Framework for providers of hosting services to
government organisations.
The new framework aims to help agencies mitigate against
supply chain and ownership risks and enable them to identify and
source appropriate hosting and related services.
It is designed to reduce agencies’ data sovereignty, ownership
and supply chain risks while ensuring that government hosting
services are more efficient and cost-effective.
The framework has two certification levels. The basic ‘Certified
Assured Hosting Provider’ arrangement is designed to safeguard
against the risks of change of ownership or control by imposing
financial penalties or incentives.
Meanwhile, the ‘Certified Strategic Hosting Provider’
arrangement represents the highest level of assurance and is
only available to providers that allow the government to specify
ownership and control conditions.
The latter certification level was previously referred to as
‘Certified Sovereign Data Centre’, but the name has been changed
based on industry feedback.
The DTA plans to commence certification of hosting providers
on the current Data Centre Facilities Supplies Panel as a first step
towards the implementation of the framework.
Other providers of hosting services such as managed service
providers and cloud service providers can register their interest
now for inclusion of the Phase 2 certification process, which is
expected to commence at the end of the year.
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Services Australia has the most readable government
website in the nation, according to a new scorecard
released by Ethos CRS.
The 2021 readability scorecard for Australian government
agencies ranked the Services Australia website as having
a readability score of 119.3 — higher than the benchmark
of 100 and more than double the score of the next highest
agency, the ATO (51.2).
The Australian Securities and Investments Commission
was ranked as having the most readable documents, with
a readability score of 34.5. Meanwhile, Defence Housing
Australia had the best grade level score — a measure of how
well text is tailored to people with a lower education level
— of 13.0, and the best score for short sentences, with just
21.9% long sentences.
Finally, the Department of Industry, Science, Energy and
Resources had the highest use of the active voice at 85.1% of
all sentences.
But the report also identified significant room for
improvement, with all 136 documents in the survey falling
below benchmarks for good readability to varying degrees.
Services Australia website Product Manager Julie
Watkins-Lyall said Services Australia is careful to take a
human-centric approach to designing webpages.
“In 2019–20, people with a range of diverse backgrounds
and reading abilities viewed pages on our website 324
million times. We have to make sure they can find and
understand the information they need quickly, so they can
get on with their lives,” she said.
“Content designers, communication specialists and
subject matter experts develop content, with our delivery
team doing a final check before it’s published.”
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Services Australia
has most readable
government website
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Usability

Delivering an
improved online
user experience

A

number of Australian
government agencies
are struggling to keep
up with technology
rollouts, with the
COVID-19 pandemic only compounding
existing issues. Counter to the proactive
approach taken by many businesses in
the private sector to rapidly implement
digital transformation initiatives,
agencies such as Centrelink and the
Australian Taxation Office (ATO) have
struggled to keep up with increased
demand.
From the MyGov website crashing
at the outset of the pandemic as
thousands of recently unemployed
Australians rushed to gain access, to the
ATO website being targeted by criminals
seeking to defraud citizens taking part
in the COVID-19 early superannuation
access scheme, the legacy systems
supporting government offices across
the country pose a myriad of problems.
As we begin a new work year and
look to the future of online government
services, there are three steps that
agencies should take to prevent
such problems from taking place and
promote a better user experience now
and into the future.
Overhaul system security
The federal government’s June 2020
report revealed that the Australian
Cyber Crime Security Centre (ACSC)
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responded to 2266 cybersecurity
incidents in just one year, receiving an
average of one cybercrime report every
10 minutes. Which two sectors reported
the most incidents? The Commonwealth
and state governments.
ACSC provides guidance to
organisations on how to avoid issues
with system security, and while it does
caution that there is no single strategy
which can prevent cybersecurity
incidents from taking place, it does
provide suggested mitigation strategies
for adoption.
The main strategies for overhauling
system security that have been outlined
by the ACSC — and which can be
adopted by government leaders —
include application control to prevent
the execution of unapproved or
malicious programs, and web and email
filtering that only allows for approved
types of web content from websites that
hold strong reputation ratings.
Additionally, the Centre recommends
categorising and only allowing
approved attachment types, as well
as the implementation of multi-factor
authentication for any virtual private
network users.
Implement real-time
observability
Implementing continuous incident
detection and automated responses to
issues is crucial, and this can be done

© Stock.Adobe.com/au/Song_about_summer

Sharryn Napier

with automated, real-time analysis. If a
website suddenly gets thousands more
hits than normal, immediate alerts can
be sent to the IT team to investigate
such a spike.
The problem with modern
technology systems is that they have
become so complex that oftentimes
there’s a critically long delay between
detecting an issue, pinpointing its
location and resolving an incident.
In days gone by, an organisation
typically had a set number of desktop
computers running programs from their
hard drive and using local file servers
to store and share files. Everything
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being able pinpoint what has worked in
the past to address such spikes — and
looking at what could be improved on
for future technology iterations — data
can be used to plan ahead.
Over time, using machine learning
and other technology tools can also
help spot unusual patterns as soon as
they begin. If an Australian government
website suddenly starts getting tens
of thousands of hits from IP addresses
outside of Australia, at a time of day
when it usually gets only a few thousand
hits from Australian users, this could
indicate that a cyber attack is taking

was on-premise and it was relatively
easy to troubleshoot an issue. Today,
there are a myriad of different devices
connecting to corporate networks, with
a mix of local and cloud-based apps and
software, and everyone is heavily reliant
on the internet and remote services.
To immediately detect suspicious
activity, organisations need to know
what exactly is taking place across their
technology stack. This can be done
by deploying an observability platform
that monitors each part of the system,
creates user-friendly dashboards to
visualise the technology landscape,
and displays alerts that indicate
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where problems are occurring. By
implementing this real-time technology,
government agencies will gain insight
into how their technology is being used
and pinpoint issues long before they
become problematic.
Leverage data to plan for
the future
By taking the time to debrief after large
spikes in website traffic or a website
crash, teams can better understand
what they must improve on for the
future. Such peaks and troughs in
website traffic and demand are bound
to continue in the coming years, but by

place. By comparing historic web traffic
patterns, AI can immediately detect such
an irregularity, and isolate potentially
infected devices, quarantining them
before malware spreads across an
entire network.
By failing to stay in lock step with
modern tech environments, Australian
government agencies are providing
a poor user experience to its citizens.
The online consumer experience is
nothing new — we’ve been using the
internet to do practically everything for
over 25 years. Yet despite this, black
swan events are still causing websites to
crash, and data to be exposed.
By overhauling security,
implementing real-time observability
and using data to drive decision-making,
government agencies will be prepared
for future challenges, while delivering
a stellar user experience. Australians
need access to online services and
communication more than ever, yet
government websites have continued
to fail them. The tools and technology to
prevent such issues are out there, and
it’s time that they are deployed.

Sharryn Napier is the
Regional Vice President for
Australia and New Zealand
at New Relic. With over
20 years of experience in
the IT industry, she has worked in senior
leadership roles at Qlik, Serena Software
and CA Technologies.
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Modernising processes

cloud
platform

F

or most cities, the fees
associated with permits and
licenses are vital revenue
generators. Given growing
fiscal uncertainty in the
wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, it’s more
important than ever for cities to have solid
systems in place to promote economic
development. At the same time, office
closures in response to COVID-19 have
made it more critical for governments
to collect fees virtually. The Planning
and Development Services Department
in Vallejo, California, is currently
implementing a cloud-based online
solution to address both these challenges.
Vallejo, located in the northern part of
the Bay Area, is known as an affordable
alternative to San Francisco. As such, the
area has experienced steady construction
growth over the last several years, which
has put pressure on its Planning and
Development Services Department to
deliver more with less. Until recently, the
city relied on a legacy computer system
that couldn’t accommodate online
services or payments.
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“The legacy system created customer
service challenges,” said Leslie Trybull,
administrative analyst in the Vallejo
Planning and Development Services
Department.
“We wanted something that was more
modern and could enable online permit
services, help us promote economic
development by making it easier to
conduct business with the city, and
deliver a better user experience overall.”
A one-stop shop
In late 2018, department leaders began
looking to modernise compliance and
regulatory processes for land-use and
building infrastructure, permits, and
inspections.
“We were very excited about the
idea but concerned about our capacity
to do it while maintaining day-to-day
operations,” said Anne Cardwell,
assistant city manager for the city of
Vallejo.
“But we knew we needed to make
a change. We had to bite the bullet and
get it done.”
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supports customer
service in Vallejo
City leaders considered several options
but ultimately landed on Oracle Community
Development, a platform designed to
help cities manage planning entitlement,
building permits, and code enforcement
processes.
The platform, which was built
specifically for government, offers
citizens an exceptional user experience
on any device, including simple, guided
interactions. It also includes omni-channel
engagement capabilities that allow cities
to connect with citizens via their channel
of choice: social media, phone, email, web
self-service, or virtual assistant.
“We chose Oracle Community
Development because it would allow us
to become a one-stop shop for citizens
looking to get business done in the city.
It was also user friendly and responsive.
It checked a lot of the boxes in terms of
what we were looking for and what we
were missing in our existing systems and
processes,” said Cardwell.
Because the Oracle Community
Development platform is built on a cloudbased infrastructure, it would also give the
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department an opportunity to leverage
innovative technologies like chatbots,
artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning,
and a next-generation user experience.
And the fact that the solution came from
Oracle helped put leadership unease
about the migration to rest.
“There are a lot of other products
on the market, and while they may look
awesome, we wanted to be cutting edge,
but not bleeding edge. We were reassured
by Oracle’s track record, experience, and
reputation,” said Cardwell.
Working with Oracle would also provide
the city additional resources it needed to
complete the implementation.
“We have smart, motivated people, but
as a city we don’t have a lot of bandwidth.
We wanted to partner with somebody that
would support us. Oracle fit that bill,” said
Cardwell.
Modernisation, interrupted
Department leaders decided on a twophased approach to implementation,
with each phase expected to take
approximately 12 months. The first phase
would focus on enabling online building
and public works permits.
But just as the city dove into the project,
the COVID-19 crisis closed city offices and
city employees shifted to remote work.
Department leaders realised the pandemic
brought an added incentive to make
self-service permits available online. The
new cloud platform would allow residents,
inspectors, contractors, and others to
continue to conduct their business with the
city. Department leaders adjusted rapidly
and analysed the permit types in highest
demand during the crisis.
“The original plan was to release all
three of our trade permits at the same
time. But because of the pandemic and
the challenges it created for us and our
customers, we decided to release the
electrical permit early,” said Trybull.
The electrical permit process went
live in June 2020, allowing residents to
apply and pay for electrical permits online.
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They can also follow the progress of those
permits and request inspections online.
Trybull said the Oracle team was
instrumental in helping the city get the
electrical permit online ahead of schedule.
“The Oracle team has been very
responsive and helpful all along. They
explained things thoroughly from day
one. They were there step by step as we
transitioned from concept to production,”
said Trybull.
“When we run into issues, the Oracle
team is all over it. They get it done. Their
team feels like an extension of our team,”
said Cardwell.
Reducing backlogs
Three months after the Planning and
Development Services department moved
its electrical permit processes online,
the number of permits applied for and
processed grew by 11%.
“It’s definitely had a streamlining effect.
Our staff has fewer calls to make and we
are able to process permits faster and
reduce backlogs. That also frees up staff
to focus on the permits and the people that
are not yet online,” said Trybull.
The department has since made
plumbing permits available online and
plans to make engineering permits
available soon.
“We’ll release several other permits
over the next couple of months. We plan to
be done with phase one in early fall,” said
Trybull.
Once phase one is complete, phase
two — which includes fire prevention,
planning and zoning, and code
enforcement permits — will commence.
Planning and Development Services staff
are already working closely with Oracle’s
product development team to iterate on
the design elements of those services.
“It’s exciting for our staff to know they
have an impact on software that we’re
going to use, and that other jurisdictions
will use as well. That’s pretty powerful. And
it’s a great way to get staff excited about it,
too,” said Trybull.

Moving the city forward
The new online services will make it easier
for residents to do business with Vallejo’s
Planning and Development Services
Department, while also allowing projects
to be completed and code cases to be
resolved faster and more accurately. In
addition, the online self-service portal will
result in improved financial and operational
efficiencies because it will allow staff to
focus on processing applications rather
than assisting customers with routine
requests.
Planning and Development Services
leaders also expect the project to
encourage other city departments to adopt
cloud-based solutions. In September
2019, the city created the position of chief
innovation officer and hired Naveed Ashraf,
an executive with more than 20 years of
public- and private-sector experience,
as its inaugural chief innovation officer.
Ashraf’s plans include adopting cloudbased platforms to modernise the city.
“This solution is consistent with where
our new chief innovation officer sees
the rest of the city heading. Having this
experience in our department will be
helpful to other departments in the city
looking to modernise,” said Cardwell.
Most importantly, the new solution will
enhance the customer experience, offering
tools that make the journey through the
permitting or service request process
predictable and intuitive, while also
providing the city better flexibility.
“Ultimately it’s all about that user
experience and making it very welcoming,
friendly, and responsive. This solution will
be helpful on the front end for the users,
but it will also help our staff that assist
residents in making it all happen,” said
Cardwell.

This article was developed
and written by the Government
Technology Content Studio, with
information and input from Oracle. For
more information, visit Oracle.com/
communitydevelopment.
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Services

Crisis forces
changes to
SaaS contract
negotiations
Jo Liversidge*

Now could be the right time to take another
look at your organisation’s SaaS contracts.

T

he impact of COVID-19
has highlighted the
ever-increasing costs,
high degrees of lock-in
and inflexibility of SaaS
contracts. Organisations are realising
that many current contracts aren’t fit for
purpose, especially in times of crisis.
With many organisations forced to
look at ways to optimise and cut costs
in their IT budgets, future software and
SaaS contracting must be looked at in a
different way to ensure that costs align
with value.
Gartner talked to many organisations
over the past year that approached their
major software and SaaS providers for
relief, only to be left disappointed when
offered extended payment terms in
response. Only in very few instances
have organisations — even those in dire
financial distress — been able to align
their costs with usage or make dramatic
reductions commensurate to their current
needs.
Some had an expectation that
they could more easily right-size their
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SaaS contracts if they were negatively
impacted by the pandemic. However,
the contract the customer signed was
typically very clear: no downward
flexibility and no termination for
convenience.
Customers found their contracts
wanting in other ways. Some, for
example, had even signed contracts
that had no concept of force majeure
and a right of termination linked to that.
Almost no contracts have business
downturn language.
Despite these issues, a large
majority of large software and SaaS
vendors very publicly offered ‘free’
software to clients for a limited time
shortly after COVID-19 made the
headlines. This was only ‘free’ if you
weren’t already using the software
and offers came with certain monetary
strings after the free-of-charge period.
We’re now starting to speak with
organisations whose free-of-charge
periods are almost at an end. Not
surprisingly, they really want to keep
using the software and, in most cases,

have little leverage to negotiate
reduced fees.
Some still believe that a contract
renewal is an opportunity to negotiate
the cost of a contract downward, when
keeping volumes flat. In reality, most
SaaS vendors applied increases to unit
pricing for the majority of renewals in
2020, within the range of 5 to 25% — and
in some cases even more. The majority
of customers have little leverage at
renewal.
If your renewal is due in 2021, there
will most likely be insufficient time to
introduce and evaluate true competition,
so that you could move away from your
expensive and inflexible incumbent
vendor to an alternative. The cost of
switching may be prohibitive.
One option is to sign one- or
two-year deals if your current vendor
won’t negotiate more flexible or
equitable terms, so you have time
to go to market, plan your exit and
migrate to an alternative provider in a
controlled fashion. This threat alone
may be sufficient leverage to get a more
equitable deal with your incumbent
vendor.
If switching from your incumbent,
negotiate additional discounts or a
one-off payment to offset potentially
large migration costs with any new SaaS
vendor. Negotiate appropriate robust exit
provisions, such as free-of-charge data
extraction and transition assistance, so
future migrations can be achieved with
less risk and cost.
Don’t forget to negotiate language in
your contracts that allows commitments
to reduce if there is a business downturn
by including a structure to change
quantities, price per unit or contract
duration.

Jo Liversidge is a Senior Director
Analyst at Gartner, focused on IT
procurement. She provides expertise
in the areas of software licensing,
pricing and contract negotiation
strategies for Salesforce, Microsoft,
Oracle and other SaaS providers.
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Building trust

Data
availability and
transparency
Deborah Anton

Data is the foundation of any customer-centric
business, including the Australian Government.

D

ata is an asset, and
we need to be using it
more effectively. Over
the last three years in
my role as the Interim
National Data Commissioner, I’ve heard
this statement uttered on an almost daily
basis. No matter where someone works
— research, business or government —
the value of good data is always a talking
point.
The Productivity Commission’s
2017 report into Data Availability and
Use turned the volume up on the
“data conversation” for the Australian
Government. The report included a suite
of recommendations aimed at improving
data sharing processes and their
regulatory frameworks, to help Australia
realise the full potential of its data.
An insight that has stayed with me
from the Productivity Commission’s report
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was that the Australian Public Service has
a risk-averse culture.
It is an observation often made of
public servants, but in this instance I’m
not sure that “risk-averse” is the right
term.
My ongoing conversations with
Australian Government agencies point to
a culture of mistake-aversion. Agencies
are apprehensive about sharing data
because they want to be certain they
are sharing the right data for the right
reasons, and most of all, sharing it with
people they know they can trust.
Organisations know the value of data,
but the trust gap between businesses,
researchers, governments and the public
has resulted in lack of data sharing
between these sectors.
To reduce the trust gap and build
consistency in the system, long term,
incremental change is required. A

key element of this change is the Data
Availability and Transparency Bill (DAT
Bill).
This law will create a new government
data sharing scheme, which will help
approved people and organisations
request controlled access to government
data.
The DAT Bill is currently before the
Australian Parliament for consideration,
and my team and I are busy thinking
about how we will implement the new
scheme.
The DAT Bill will drive changes that are
relevant to government IT professionals:
• New systems and processes for
government agencies to manage data
sharing.
• An opportunity for government
agencies to strengthen their data
management and governance skills
and practices.
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Change 1: New systems and
processes
Many government agencies have their
own processes for considering and
managing data sharing requests. These
are often linked to existing legislation
and systems.
This is why my team and I have been
working on a suite of initiatives to reduce
the complexity of navigating the system
and create some consistency across
government.
Our key initiative is the design
and delivery of a new digital platform
to support the implementation of the
reforms.
The platform will support users to:
• submit accreditation applications and
• submit, manage and track data
sharing requests.
In upcoming co-design work, we
will explore with the APS the utility of it
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managing and/or being a repository for
any data sharing requests agencies may
receive from others through pathways
other than the DAT Bill.
The system will ensure that any data
sharing done through the scheme is well
structured, well governed and supports
a safe approach to data sharing. It also
has the potential to support agencies
manage existing data sharing activities in
one place.
Other initiatives that are already
available as drafts and will be finalised
alongside the Bill include:
• the Data Sharing Principles, which
set five firm criteria all government
agencies should assess data sharing
requests against, and
• a generic Data Sharing Agreement,
a template for government agencies
and data requesters to use to agree
to share data.
Change 2: Data skills and
practices
The need to improve the data skills of
the public service is a challenge we
share with all other businesses in the
economy. In 2020 the Australian Public
Service Commission surveyed a sample
of Australian Government agencies on
critical skill shortages, with 70% of them
identifying data skill gaps.
My team and I understand that
organisations don’t always know where
to start when it comes to strengthening
skills, which is why we’ve released a
product called the Foundational Four.
The Foundational Four is a set of,
you guessed it, four essential data
management principles that we are
encouraging all government agencies
to adopt.
These principles are:
• Leadership — a senior leader is
responsible and accountable for data
across the agency.
• Data strategy — an agency has a
clear vision and plan for using data to
achieve objectives.
• Governance — mechanisms exist to
oversee data management.

•

Asset discovery — data assets have
been identified and recorded.
Adopting these principles will give
your agency a clear baseline for your
data practices: what are the “musthaves” in your business? You can then
build on this baseline with mature
and specialist data skill sets that are
going to add additional value to your
organisation.
Importantly, these principles will also
prepare you to respond to and manage
any data requests you may receive
through the new government data
sharing scheme.
You can find the Foundational Four
on the Data Commissioner website at
https://www.datacommissioner.gov.au.
Conclusion
COVID-19 has proven that data is critical
to the successful delivery of government
services, accelerating existing trends
to ensure Australians could access
services in a socially distanced
environment.
Data from government services such
as Single Touch Payroll has helped us
to understand the economy and make
crucial policy decisions.
Academics will also need data from
this time to understand the impacts that
COVID has had on our economy and
our lives.
Data is the thread that ties together
all of our efforts to understand the world
around us and move seamlessly through
it with our services. It’s the foundation of
any customer-centric business and it’s
essential the Australian Government is
one of these businesses.

Ms Deborah Anton
was appointed
as the Interim
National Data
Commissioner on 9
August 2018. One
of her many career
highlights includes establishing the
Government’s Computer Emergency
Response Team (CERT).
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Public sector modernisation:
how governments should
think about cloud in 2021
Government agencies need to develop a comprehensive, forward-looking cloud plan
that provides flexibility and security.

G

overnment agencies and
institutions in Australia
have traditionally been
quite cautious when it
comes to migrating to
public cloud solutions.
The juggernaut offerings from major
industry players such as Microsoft,
Oracle, Google, and AWS certainly have
the potential to drive real innovation
for government departments. Although
there has been a distinct lack of fervour
over the years, for a variety of security
and compliance-related reasons, as well as
difficulties fulfilling skills requirements.
However, the tide may now be turning.
Back in October, the NSW government
announced a new cloud strategy that
mandates the adoption of a “public cloud
first” ideology. The framework urges
NSW government entities to migrate their
services to public cloud, only allowing
private cloud deployments “by exception”.
“It is a move that will accelerate innovation,
modernise service delivery, and create
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better outcomes for the citizens of
NSW,” Minister for Customer Service
Victor Dominello said in a statement
accompanying the announcement. “A
modern and reliable cloud strategy and
cloud policy will enable government-wide
adoption of public cloud services in a
united and secure manner.”
The new cloud strategy is likely to trigger
a lot of innovation within NSW’s public
sector. Although the announcement has
sparked a wider conversation around the
state of digital transformation in all state
and federal government departments.
While it’s true that a lot of progress has
been made on cloud migration in the last
few years, most government agencies still
have some work to do before they could be
considered ‘cloud-first’.
“They still have a long way to go,” says
Derek Paterson, Public Sector Lead at
Equinix. “There are newer applications
built from the ground up to be digital inside
and out, so a lot of those can go straight to
100% cloud platforms.

“Having said that, there are thousands of
complex, legacy applications that will be
quite difficult to migrate and there are still a
lot of ‘un-digitised’ systems that agencies still
rely on today.”
In order to manage these cloud migrations,
government agencies will need to develop
a comprehensive, forward-looking plan.
This isn’t about making one ‘set and forget’
decision, it’s about forging an elastic
approach that provides flexibility and
security for years to come.
Key challenges
As with any policy announcement of this
variety, securing an adequate amount of
funding to enable these transformations will
be a challenge. There will be a few key painpoints here, including getting detailed funding
applications through central agencies such as
Treasury, lengthy procurement processes and
shifting from a CAPEX to an OPEX model
and accurately forecasting expenditure growth.
The new cloud strategy makes it slightly
easier to apply for funding through cabinet
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in NSW, especially for smaller agencies
and departments, as they can use the
announcement as a proof point.
“It can be difficult, as the government
bodies making the decision that agencies
must modernise aren’t the same people who
administer budgets,” Paterson continues.
“Although agencies can certainly use the
announcement as a trigger when they
approach cabinet.”
Another major challenge will be around
strategy and how to modernise legacy
applications. Agencies will need to take a riskbased approach, assessing all of their missioncritical applications in terms of which ones can
be migrated to public cloud and which should
stay in GovDC data centres (private cloud).
If agencies have ageing, monolithic applications
that just won’t be suitable to go straight to a
cloud environment, they’ll need to think about
a long-term modernisation strategy or possible
retirement of those applications.
With any migration, security is also going to
be a major pain-point, as government always
needs to know where its data is stored. As
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such, data sovereignty becomes a crucial part
of the story.
Everyone can appreciate that data is stored in
the cloud, and even housed in Australia, but
who else has access to it for administrative
or support purposes? It’s vital that they have
complete visibility and control over that.

provider for the right use case. All while
avoiding the risk of potentially high egress
charges.”
These ‘cloud-adjacent’ HMC architectures
provide capacity to fulfill any requirement
agencies might need, within much faster
timeframes and at much lower cost.

Forging a best-of-breed hybrid/
multi-cloud strategy
Government can be a scary place. Major
Machinery of Government (MoG) changes
mean departments can merge and priorities
can rapidly shift, so flexibility and agility
should be the defining elements of cloud
migrations for government agencies.
That’s why a hybrid/multi-cloud (HMC)
approach is the one to chase. These
architectures allow agencies to be as dynamic
as possible, especially when MoG changes
occur. Agencies shouldn’t rely too much on
one vendor for their cloud deployments, as
feature sets are constantly changing and the
services that department may be providing to
citizens may also change.
If, for any reason, agencies decide that a
certain vendor isn’t best meeting their needs,
having a flexible HMC strategy enables
them to seamlessly and rapidly switch up
their providers. Deploying these workloads
within interconnection facilities will provide
even more flexibility, as it allows government
to integrate cloud seamlessly with other
infrastructure capabilities.
Interconnection provides the necessary
collaboration to streamline information
exchange across multiple agencies. It also
allows agencies to quickly build highcapacity links to thousands of different cloud
providers, including all of the major public
cloud players, who are already housed within
co-located interconnection facilities.
“Whilst Interconnection, accessibility and
flexibility are enablers, they can’t come at the
cost of control, security and governance,”
adds Matthew Hurford, Regional APAC
CTO at NetApp. “One way agencies can
address both ends of this spectrum is to hold
their data ‘next to’ the cloud.
“This is an effective strategy for agencies to
preserve control over their data, whilst being
able to expose it to the appropriate cloud

Getting started
Ultimately, these cloud migration efforts
are going to take time. The process to
conduct application feasibility studies,
funding assessments, funding applications
and finalising procurement agreements can
take up to two years, based on complexity.
This means, if started now, transformation
efforts might not actually begin until 2023.
Importantly, agencies can’t do everything
on their own. They need to choose a partner
with demonstrated public-sector expertise.
At Equinix, we want government to
maintain ownership over their own data,
while also being able to take advantage
of cloud’s feature-set through HMC
deployments. We recognise the securityrelated priorities governments need to
think about — including information
classification and aggregated data risk —
and we have a track record of fulfilling those
requirements.
As a co-located interconnection facility,
Equinix provides high-capacity links to
all major public clouds and thousands of
private cloud service providers (CSPs). We
also have all of the required accreditation
applicable to the housing and storage of
government data, as we already hold the
vast majority of NSW state government
hosted data through GovDC.
Not only can Equinix work with agencies
to get their workloads to the cloud, we
can foster a tailor-made hybrid/multicloud strategy suitable for any specific
requirements. This is important for ensuring
an agile approach that will cater to shifting
priorities for years to come.

Equinix Australia Pty Ltd
www.equinix.com
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Cloud

Transforming
contact centres
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via cloud
technology
Rod Lester

Cloud-based centres can facilitate better training and guidance
for employees, improve caller interactions, increase efficiency
and reduce costs.

W

hen the Australian
Government
formed the Digital
Transformation
Agency (DTA)
in 2016, its purpose was to oversee
the government’s overarching Digital
Transformation Strategy and, by 2025,
become a leading digital government.1
Since its formation, one of the DTA’s
primary functions has been to improve the
Australian Government’s digital services.
The adoption of cloud-based services and
technologies across different government
departments, including government
contact centres, has been critical to this.
With widespread adoption of
distributed and remote workforces in
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2020 — a trend set to continue into 2021
and the foreseeable future — contact
centre managers embraced cloud-based
technologies that let employees work from
anywhere without reducing their ability
to manage call volumes. In government
contact centres in particular, investing in
cloud-based technologies has the potential
to significantly enhance and improve caller
interactions in a number of ways.
Embracing digital solutions for
a digital future
One of the most effective ways of
enhancing the customer experience will
be through the continued investment in
and optimisation of automation, artificial
intelligence (AI) and other cloud-based

digital solutions. While these are by no
means new concepts to government
agencies, as technologies continue to
evolve, so too will their functionality and
the benefits they provide to government
contact centres.
Augmented intelligence especially
will provide significant benefits to
government, particularly when combined
with automation. Through the combined
use of automation and virtual assistants,
government can essentially turn their
agents into ‘super’ agents, by placing
more specific information about caller
interactions at the agents’ fingertips.
To meet surging demand for
government services in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic, the Australian
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Public Service Commission redeployed
more than 2200 public servants to other
agencies, according to a report from
the Australian National Audit Office.2
This move understandably left many
government employees operating with
different functions and needs from their
home agencies and roles, and required
training to support their temporary roles in
new agencies.
Redeployment of public servants
is common in government, and the
COVID-19 response won’t necessarily
be the last time such a redistribution and
rapid training of staff will be required.
However, by integrating new cloud-based
tools and technologies, government
contact centres can better prepare for
future redeployments and ensure staff
have access to the information they need,
when they need it, wherever they need it.
Integrating technologies for
enhanced experiences
Investing in cloud-based technologies will
let government agencies provide a better
experience for both citizens and agents
by facilitating access to better support
and training. Modern technologies that
integrate AI and automation for a more
comprehensive and efficient virtual
assistant let staff access more real-time
guidance than they have been able to
previously. AI can learn by analysing caller
interactions on a deeper level and provide
immediate assistance and guidance
for agents. The driver of this ‘insight to
impact’ approach is to assess how quickly
an impact can be made on calls, and
how quickly employees can act on caller
interactions.
The latest AI solutions can leverage
past interactions with callers — analysing
qualitative metrics including call
sentiment, caller behaviours and more,
which could not previously be analysed
easily or cost-effectively — bringing the
right messaging and conclusions directly
to agents in real time. With the support of
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automation, government contact centres
will be able to provide on-call training and
support, letting them understand what
they need to do, say or think about before
the call is completed.
Essentially, this will create a digital twin
for contact centre agents, providing more
personalised and instant assistance that
will help agents learn faster and reduce
mistakes while serving callers better. This
strategic technological integration will
be critical in the future to help streamline
redeployments of government staff
and help provide more assistance to
employees that don’t have the extensive
training that they would have if operating
for their home agencies.

Integrating analytics capabilities
provides an added layer of AI to talk
to and invoke automation with more
context and engagement. In particular,
the combination of AI, automation and
analytics in the latest contact centre
technologies provides new opportunities
for government contact centres to
measure previously unquantifiable
metrics and soft behaviours, including
call sentiment and caller and agent
behaviours.
Where previously these would be
measured by another agent listening
in and monitoring the call for training
purposes, values can now be put to these
behaviours to automatically quantify,
analyse and report on behaviours, giving

Investing in cost reduction
Investing in contemporary cloud-based
technologies will also help government
departments reduce costs in the long
run and better prepare for the future. By
integrating solutions that can provide
ongoing, real-time guidance and support
to contact centre agents, government
agencies can reduce the time and costs
associated in training new staff. Reducing
these time costs will also be incredibly
beneficial in terms of redeployments,
as it will let agencies bring more agents
onboard in less time, letting contact
centres provide more support to callers.
Similarly, such technologies can be
used to reduce the need for contact
centre managers to closely monitor caller
interactions, instead letting managers
dedicate their time to more sensitive, timeintensive tasks. In addition, integrating
smart, cloud-based technologies driven
by AI and automation will help support
agents working remotely, in the event
of continued lockdowns or changing
workplace practices.
While reducing the time and financial
costs that can be associated with contact
centres and training, smart technologies
can also increase customer satisfaction
and improve the overall caller experience.

agents the tools to adapt in real time for
better, more efficient call interactions.
This can also decrease the need for
redeployed staff to rely on support
from colleagues in their new agencies,
which can reduce the time needed to
complete calls while sourcing expertise
and answers from other agents, and also
reduce the associated costs.
By investing in cloud-based
technologies that support contact centre
agents, government can facilitate better
access to training and real-time guidance
for employees now and into the future,
which will improve caller interactions,
while also increasing efficiency and
productivity and reducing costs.
Government departments can use cloudbased technologies and the benefits they
provide to enhance and transform contact
centres and provide a better overall
experience for callers and agents, without
increasing costs long-term.

Rod Lester is Managing Director ANZ for NICE.
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Cloud reluctance creates
data risks for government
Jacqui Nelson and Alex Lyons

G

overnment agencies are
facing increasing risks
from cyber attacks, but a
reluctance to adopt cloud
solutions could be driving
their vulnerability to human error, statebased actors and sophisticated threats.
The Australian Government is now one
of the top five industry sectors for data
breach notifications, according to the latest
Notifiable Data Breaches (NDB) report from
the Office of the Australian Information
Commissioner.
Government agencies reported 33
notifications in the six months to December
2020 and this follows an Australian
Securities and Investments Commission
breach through a vulnerability in a legacy
software application.
Government agencies typically
prefer to ring-fence their data with legacy
solutions that are verified, stable and have
stood the test of time. While this may be
necessary to ensure data sovereignty, the
risks of using locally managed software
over cloud software can no longer be
ignored.
Legacy software was developed before
modern cyber threats existed and relies
on complex security tools that focus on
defending rather than enabling. As the
threat landscape continues to evolve,
these legacy systems become more
vulnerable, paving the way for more data
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breaches. A network of disparate systems
is unguarded to attacks that can exploit
the gaps. Using a firewall may protect the
infrastructure, but if data is not secured, it
can still be compromised.
End-to-end encryption (E2EE) is the
only way to withstand cyber attacks of
any magnitude. E2EE protects sensitive
data by keeping the key to the data with
its owners, not within its own system.
Attempts to breach systems will continue,
but combining E2EE with modern tools
that grant more visibility and control
results in true data protection, control
and ownership, even in the cloud. These
‘true’ solutions prevent massive leaks
by rendering encrypted data useless to
attackers.
The latest NDB report also reveals
human error as the public sector’s biggest
cyber issue, which hasn’t been helped
by the uptake in remote work. This trend
drove an 18% proportional increase in
human error across all industries and is
likely to continue with the surging shift to
telework.
State-based actors are also responsible
for cyber attacks on government agencies
and have enormous resources to discover
and exploit vulnerabilities in software.
These same actors use social engineering
and bribery of corrupt employees as other
attack vectors, putting huge pressure on
public sector employees, who have only

been armed with education and training to
combat these threats.
Bad actors and the threats they pose
continue to get smarter, and education
and training will only go so far in protecting
sovereign data. Relying on staff to
recognise sophisticated attacks through
social engineering and trying to reinforce
legacy systems are not viable solutions.
Rather than put the onus of cyber
awareness on staff, government agencies
should be making it an inherent part of
their organisational security with safe-bydesign concepts. Attacks by state-based
actors can’t be prevented, but what the
right provider can do is stop them from
accessing data, if and when they infiltrate
the network.
Government agencies face a largescale change management project to
mitigate the long-term risks of locally
managed software and the impact
of human error in highly protected
environments. It starts with accepting the
need to shift to the cloud and having a
provider that understands how to properly
protect data with end-to-end encryption.

Jacqui Nelson and Alex Lyons
are CEO and Solutions Engineer
of DekkoSecure, an Australianowned and -operated cybersecurity
company that provides end-to-end
encryption.
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A

ustralian public sector
agencies are under
significant pressure to
manage the current
COVID-19 crisis while
maintaining services, containing costs and
driving the nation’s economic recovery.
Additionally, growing demand for integrated
government policies and services, rapid
technological change and increasing
cybersecurity risks have required greater levels
of integration between Australian government
agencies, as well as more collaboration across
public, private, non-profit and community
sectors.
To help address these challenges, federal,
state and local governments are adopting a
whole-of-government approach whereby
public sector agencies work formally and
informally across portfolio boundaries and all
levels of government to achieve a shared goal
and a consistent response to issues. This is
being further driven by the Australian Taxation
Office’s mandate to have all federal public
sector agencies adopt e-invoicing as a consistent
approach to the management of supplier
invoices by 1 July 2022.
Considering more than 1.2 billion invoices
are exchanged annually in Australia, which
involves a significant level of public sector
resources, e-invoicing is anticipated to save the
national economy $28 billion over the next
decade while also supporting the whole-ofgovernment approach and resolving many
current public sector issues.1

Public sector issues that
e-invoicing resolves
E-invoicing in Australia is based on the
successful International PEPPOL (Pan
European Public Procurement On-Line)
platform. It will help Australian government
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Embracing
e-invoicing
in the public
sector
agencies across all levels of government to more
seamlessly resolve issues around maintaining
services, containing costs, and driving the
nation’s economic recovery through benefits
such as:
• improving administrative efficiencies and
reducing costs through automating manual
processes and streamlining workflows within
and across agencies. E-invoices cost less than
$10 to process compared to around $30 for
a paper-based or PDF invoice due to the
extensive time saved on manual processing
• returning cashflow to suppliers faster by
helping to reduce public sector payment
cycles down to as little as five days. This gets
cashflow back to businesses and back to
communities much faster to help drive the
nation’s economic recovery
• delivering real-time data insights that help
public sector agencies more efficiently
monitor and manage services and
expenditure
• providing scalability that makes government
agencies more adaptable to change, while
complying with governance and legislative
requirements
• enhanced security that significantly reduces
the risk of duplicate and fraudulent invoices,
while also reducing the risk of a security
breach in public sector financial processes.
Three essential elements of a
public sector e-invoicing solution
There are three essential things that public
sector agencies need for an e-invoicing
solution:
1. A trusted software partner with Australian
public sector compliance experience
Using a trusted supplier that has extensive
knowledge of the Australian public sector, and
government compliance, helps speed the time
to e-invoicing implementation while reducing

cost and risk. This gives Australian public
sector agencies peace of mind when it comes
to ensuring compliance with ATO e-invoicing
requirements. A supplier with Australian public
sector experience can also help to optimise
the e-invoicing solution to meet public sector
agency needs.
2. Software that integrates with existing systems
to reduce operational cost and security risks.
E-invoicing should improve and support
internal processes and streamline workflows,
while also supporting optimum levels of
accountability and governance. As a result,
the solution should save public sector agencies
money by improving internal efficiencies and
reducing staff time spent on manual tasks.
This is achieved through technology-agnostic
e-invoicing software that seamlessly integrates
with existing public sector systems.
3. An ability to work across public sector
suppliers that have e-invoicing capabilities and
those that don’t.
It may take some time for all businesses,
especially small businesses, to adopt
e-invoicing, so it’s essential for public sector
agencies to deliver data security and fast invoice
payment benefits to all suppliers, whether a
supplier uses e-invoicing software or not.
For more information about e-invoicing
download the A guide to e-invoicing and
PEPPOL in Australia and New Zealand ebook,
or visit SAP Concur’s e-invoicing for public
sector website.
Reference
1
https://www.ato.gov.au/Business/E-invoicing/Einvoicing-for-government/

SAP Concur Technologies
(Australia) Pty Ltd
www.concur.com.au
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Personalisation in
government services
A study by Adobe and Deloitte has found that
76% of Australians are more likely to use
government websites if they are personalised.

T

he majority of Australians
have a preference for
digital engagement with
government, and for that
engagement to be tailored
to them. Since the beginning of the
COVID-19 pandemic, websites across
government have had 1.7 billion visits,
with a report from Adobe and Deloitte
revealing that 76% of Australians are
more or equally likely to use government
websites if they are personalised and
tailored to their digital profile.
Research shows that almost nine
in every 10 Australians looked for
government services online in 2020, with
Australians aged 15 and over transacting
with government on average more than
once a week. However, Australians
reported a range of frustrations when
seeking information from government
sources including websites, call centres
and in person.
Approximately 75% cited long hold
times, 59% said they were unclear
when they would get the requested
information, and 53% said there are too
many passwords to remember. When
asked about preferred communication
channels, 56% of Australians said
their preferred access to government
information is online, despite 50% still
encountering inconsistent information
across departments and agencies, and
22% having to check multiple sources
when searching for government
information.
Suzanne Steele, Vice President of
Adobe Australia and New Zealand, said
the report highlights the importance
of enabling personalisation, and the
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current absence of a ‘digital front door’ to
government services and information.
“Australians are needing to invest
too much time researching for important
information published across disparate
departmental websites. The data states
three in four Australians today want a
personalised digital experience from
government. By reading the signals that
citizens elect to share online, government
can personalise an individual’s digital
experience based on their needs and
digital profile, while honouring user
choices ” said Steele.
This deficit in the digital experience
could explain why so many Australians
are turning to non-government sources
like search engines, businesses or media
articles for government-issued public
information.
The report found that 41% of people
relied on search engines when looking
for government-issued public information,
while only 27% said they went to
government websites first. In 2020, 70%
of Australians looked for public health
updates, yet only 24% said they accessed
that information directly from government
sources.
Australians also ranked ‘trust’ as the
most important factor when seeking
public information, with 60% of people
surveyed ranking it number one in their
top three important considerations when
trying to access public information. The
next two considerations were ‘easy to
understand’ (54%) and ‘most up to date’
(53%). Since the pandemic began, citizen
trust in Australian governments and
agencies has been reported as being on
an upward trajectory.

Steele said the report disputes the notion
that citizens are reticent to share information
with governments, with 81% of Australians
saying that they are more or equally likely to
use a government service if it remembered
previous interactions on all government
websites. Additionally, 77% of Australians
said they are more or equally likely to use a
government service if it used their location to
provide information specific to their needs.
“Government must move from a onesize-fits-all approach to deliver the right
information at the right time to individual
citizens. Beyond driving efficiencies for
both parties, this shift to personalisation has
the potential to strengthen public service
outcomes and continue to build on already
increasing levels of trust in government,” said
Steele.
Deloitte Australia CEO Richard
Deutsch said the report reveals that digital
has become the medium of choice for
Australians seeking government services
and information. Deutsch added that the
current focus on the digital economy
presents an opportunity for government to
better meet the needs of its citizens.
Deutsch said the report conclusively
reveals that digital has become the
medium of choice for Australians seeking
government services and information.
“The current focus on the digital
economy presents a timely opportunity for
government to better meet the needs of its
citizens. The next step in the government’s
digital transformation is to provide each
citizen with a more personalised digital
experience, directing them to the information
they need based on who they are by reading
the signals that citizens choose to share
online,” said Deutsch.
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The importance
of connected
culture in the
public sector
Unified communications is critical to the success
of digital transformation initiatives and the
adoption of flexible working practices.

T

he Australian public
sector should look for
every opportunity to
integrate and unify
their communications,
their applications and their systems,
because internal communications and
collaboration capabilities need to keep
pace with the rapid change taking place.
Unified communications is critical both
to the success of the digital transformation
initiatives currently underway, and also to
the adoption of flexible working practices,
particularly at a local government and state
government level.
Supporting digital transformation
Digital transformation initiatives at all levels
of government are driving better, faster
and more cost-effective service delivery,
with improved overall outcomes to the
community. However, this means that the
services that had traditionally been provided
face-to-face or person-to-person are now
increasingly being delivered either online or
through automation.
That has the potential to exacerbate the
siloes that might exist already within the
organisation, especially when citizens move
out of a self-service or online channel and
into a more traditional voice or in-person
interaction. Unless video, voice, email,
text, chat and customer data are integrated,
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it’s very hard for public services to provide
a seamless customer experience and a coordinated response. This is also becoming
the expectation of citizens, who are now
used to engaging with their telcos, banks and
other service providers via their channel of
choice.
Enabling flexible work
It’s clear that unified communications’
impact is as much on the employee
experience (EX) as it is about the customer
experience (CX) — with a direct correlation
to the organisation’s ability to deliver services
to the community.
That EX is being challenged by the
acceleration in the adoption of flexible
working practices as a result of COVID-19.
Public service colleagues who had been
sitting alongside each other in the office are
now just as likely to be working remotely.
In a NSW Public Service Commission
study, while individual, team and customer
outcomes were either maintained or
improved in flexible working pilots, the
major threat to achieving these outcomes
was identified as technology, particularly the
communications tools available to remote
workers. Our own research on remote work
has backed this up — providing employees
with access to resources and collaborative
technologies fosters a ‘connected culture’
which translates into greater productivity.

Improving both CX and EX can largely be
achieved by deploying a single, integrated
contact centre and unified communications
platform. Casey Cardinia Libraries (CCL)
did this just before the lockdown last year.
While CCL introduced new technology
for its users, RingCentral’s ability to
integrate with multiple applications,
including Microsoft Teams, ensured that
staff continued to use the same familiar
interface and didn’t have to learn another
new system. This allowed CCL to quickly
transition to a remote working operation,
a centralised 1800 number and online
ordering system. That meant the local
public library could continue delivering
exceptional services to the community
throughout 2020 and into 2021.
With weather extremes, bushfires and
COVID-19, our communities and our
public services have endured some of the
most difficult conditions we have ever faced.
However, we have shown during the last
18 months our resilience and adaptability
in the face of these disruptive changes.
Ongoing digital transformation projects and
the adoption of technology remains key to
maintaining this resilience.

RingCentral Australia
www.ringcentral.com.au
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Security compliance

Audits find some
SA councils have
lax security
Dylan Bushell-Embling

A

udits of three South
Australian councils
conducted by the state’s
Auditor General has found
significant deficiencies in
the councils’ ICT security standards.
The audits of the Port Adelaide Enfield,
Prospect and Port Augusta city councils
all uncovered evidence of lax security
standards causing unnecessary cyber risk.
In the case of all three councils
“important internal control elements to
mitigate cyber security and technology
risks were not operating effectively,” the
auditor general’s department said in its
summaries of the audits.
The audits found that most of the
main ICT systems of the Port Augusta
and Port Adelaide Enfield councils are
internally hosted but supported by external
contractors. The former has just four staff on
its ICT team while the latter has 16.
Meanwhile, the Prospect council
outsources its help desk and local
infrastructure support and has service
agreements in place for its ERM, database
admin and other services. The company
has two staff on its IT team.
The Prospect and Augusta councils
were found in the audits to have gaps in
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cybersecurity policies, procedures and
standards, while Port Adelaide Enfield had
insufficient coverage with these policies,
procedures and standards.
All three councils also had weaknesses
in password controls and change
management controls, and were running
unsupported software, the audits found.
Other common security gaps between
the three councils include insufficient
management of risks and contracts over
third-party service providers, a lack of a
standard ICT risk register and reporting,
and insufficient user access management.
Each council’s web application was
also found to be using vulnerable software
libraries with exposed administrative
portals, and some documents within the
applications had inadequate security
applied.
The Port Augusta City Council was
meanwhile found not to even have a
backup policy and procedure or disaster
recovery plan, or to have established any
information security incident response
plans. The council was also found to be still
using unsupported legacy servers.
The three audits outline a series of
recommendations tailored to each council,
requiring improvements in areas including

security governance, system security,
change management, backup and
recovery, and vulnerability assessments.
Each council has been urged to
formalise an information security user
awareness program, establish or formalise
an ICT risk register, and implement
changes to their password settings and
policies.
The audits also recommend councils
establish and follow a formal patch
management policy, and to implement
procedures to evaluate and track all
system changes and patches released
by vendors using a separate test
environment.
In their respective responses to
the audits, the three councils generally
accepted the findings and said steps
are already underway to address the
deficiencies uncovered during the
investigations.
But the Prospect and Augusta councils
also highlighted the challenges involved
with the current lack of an agreed ICT
control framework in local government,
and noted that a standard compliance
framework should take into account the
size of the council, the available resources
and level of risk involved.
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One step at a time:
Why local councils don’t need
transformative digital overhauls
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Brett Barningham

Taking a digital improvement approach doesn’t mean
everything needs to be done at once — an incremental
approach can help to discern what really matters.

L

ocal councils are constantly
striving to improve the
digital experiences of citizens,
although the difficulty
of attaining budgets for
large-scale transformations can be a hefty
challenge to overcome.
When budgets get denied or financial needs
aren’t fully met, it’s a lose-lose for everyone
involved. While local government bodies
strive to offer up innovative digital services
for citizens and employees, the reality is
that adequate funding can be just as hard to
come by.
However, digital investment doesn’t just have to
come in the ‘transformational’ variety. This was
proven throughout the COVID-19 pandemic,
which — for many councils — shifted digital
investment away from big projects with long
lead times to rapid deployments of platforms
and services based on needs.
As we come out of the pandemic, it might
be useful to maintain this ‘change is the
new normal’ ethos. In some cases, the best
option for cash-strapped local councils is to
integrate technology enabled solutions through
‘digital improvement’ rather than ‘digital
transformation’.
Take Moorabool Shire Council near
Melbourne, who had their whole asset
management process modernised through
the implementation of a single application.
Grappling with challenges borne from manual
paper-based processes, the council employed
Civica’s Reflect application to automate the
management and inspection of footpaths,
roads and other assets.
The results were inspiring, as it transformed
the day-to-day work of field teams without a
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full-scale digital transformation. In providing
a data-driven asset tracking capability, the
solution eliminated guess work and made the
whole process — from managing teams to
issuing vital repairs — far more efficient.
Driving cost savings
Moorabool Shire’s investment in ‘digital
improvement’ also has the potential to drive
big cost savings. Asset management is a core
activity for local councils and improving this
process with a digital capability means less time
and money is wasted. As a result, budgets for
other digital transformation projects can be
made available.
Although it doesn’t have to be just about asset
management. Councils should think about
how they can improve their interactions
with their specific communities. Are there
any simple foundational elements or manual
processes that could easily be improved with
a digital capability? Could various bespoke
systems and data sets be pulled together to
create a ‘single-source-of-truth’? Could more
data be made available to citizens? These are the
things councils should consider.
Another useful tool that has risen as an
imperative in the wake of the pandemic is
self-service tools for citizens. Again, these can
be more simple implementations that allow
people to pay rates online or check on the
status of a repair.
Taking a digital improvement approach means
everything doesn’t need to be done at once.
Rather, councils can take an incremental
approach to discern what really matters for
their communities and start there.
It also eases the burden on change
management, which is an aspect of digital

transformation that local governments often
underestimate. The cost of change outside of
the project is often multiple times higher than
the cost of the technology itself and this isn’t
always adequately accounted for in budgets.
Change is difficult. People need to learn new
skills, belief systems and reinterpret the way
they view and value their jobs, often against
their explicit wishes. Depending on the specific
workforce, many can resist change, and this
creates an additional financial burden on
transformation projects.
By taking an incremental approach, this change
can be easier to manage as staff have more time
to learn new processes and IT has increased
capacity to help them through this.
Moving forward, councils can ease their overall
financial burdens by delivering shorter, sharper
projects that solve one problem at a time. Using
an incremental approach based on needs, IT
can more efficiently deliver projects that drive
meaningful cost savings, freeing up budget
over the long term to allow focus on additional
digital innovation.
An update to our previous research with UTS
Centre for Local Government into improving
citizen engagement titled “Community as
a Service” is due out in April. This update
captures the thoughts of councils from
around Australia on what has changed in their
approach to citizen engagement during the
pandemic. To read the new report when it is
released and also the existing report please go to
https://www.civica.com/en-au/.

Civica Asia Pacific
www.civica.com
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Data sharing

Harnessing data
and analytics

for citizen
health and
wellbeing
Sonia Sharp

The human services
sector has rich
datasets that can
help caseworkers
appreciate the full
picture of concern.
Now it needs to
embrace safe data
sharing.
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G

iven the human services’
progress and the will to
collect, share and use
data more effectively, the
sector is set on a good
course to realise its ambition to holistically
meet the needs of our most vulnerable
citizens by working collaboratively across
the ecosystem.
During COVID-19, Australia’s human
services agencies have been pushed to
rapidly adopt digital technology, with 59%
of respondents of a survey of Australia’s
human services professionals saying their
agency’s use of digital technologies and
data solutions has increased.
Even before the pandemic, government
agencies and providers recognised that
reliable, cross-agency data is critical to
help make better decisions and design
more informed policy options. COVID-19
magnified that need, catalysing great
efforts to make easy-to-visualise data
accessible to decision-makers at all levels.

Importantly, citizens’ trust in
government increased this year, when
they saw their elected representatives
harness real-time data and step in swiftly
to create a safety net for those affected
by the health and economic shocks of
COVID-19.
Digital and data solutions are
not temporary
That said, EY global research into human
services agencies found 46% of Australian
respondents saying that “introducing
digital technologies and data solutions
was a temporary measure to help our
organisation get through the pandemic
period”.
It’s a confounding finding when
respondents were largely positive about
the way agencies invested rapidly in
technology upgrades to support virtual
contact with vulnerable individuals and
families. Around two-thirds of Australian
respondents said the use of digital
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technologies and data solutions had
improved access to care, delivered better
outcomes for customers and made staff
more productive since the outbreak of
COVID-19.
One of the biggest issues faced
during 2020 was the risk that many
vulnerable citizens became invisible due
to COVID-19 restrictions. A major concern
for human services agencies throughout
the pandemic was how to reach
customers who were previously engaged
through face-to-face contact, such as
home or office appointments, or reporting
through school or hospital referrals. In
particular, the pandemic brought a whole
new cohort of customers into the risk of
vulnerability due to loss of jobs, homes or
loved ones, and agencies weren’t able to
detect them in their usual way.
There remains great concern that
the most vulnerable and disadvantaged,
including those without stable internet
access, will ‘fall through the cracks’ if
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services become increasingly digital. A
myth is emerging that the act of turning
a paper file into binary code is somehow
disadvantageous to the work of human
services.
Nothing could be further from the
truth.
Of course, human services agencies
will need to continue face-to-face contact
for the most at-risk cohorts. For some
individuals, families and communities,
face-to-face will remain the best medium
for engagement. No-one is suggesting
home and office visits should cease.
But customers now expect to
access help online and by phone,
and indeed, some prefer this. Some
agencies are finding they can improve
input to caseworker assessments and
decision-making through increased use
of digitising, analysing and sharing data
— building a richer picture of need and
customer preference as they protect and
help vulnerable citizens.

Still in the development stages
Currently, despite all the progress being
made across government, many human
services caseworkers do not have access
to all the key data held by their own
agency or adjacent agencies within the
same government tier.
At the extreme, we have examples of
agency collaboration where colleagues
from different agencies (like child
protection, health, police and justice) sit in
co-located offices logged into different,
unconnected systems. Their usual means
of sharing data is talking to the crossagency colleagues sitting next to them.
Most human services agencies do
share data electronically, but there are
some still reliant on phone or fax. As a
result, frustrated customers still have to
repeat their story to different agencies —
and caseworkers frequently visit people
without knowing what happened with
another agency the week before.
Every public sector agent who
intersects with the same citizen should
have access to all the appropriate data
relevant to that citizen in real time.
Leading the way, New Zealand has a
shared dataset across its entire population
that is used by all government agencies
to shape policy and frontline services. As
just one example, Oranga Tamariki (the NZ
child protection agency) uses the data to:
• understand vulnerable families and
children
• design its service offer to target
services at the most vulnerable
• intervene as early as possible in those
families’ lives before crisis occurs.
Citizens are not supported
Perhaps even more concerning, until we
crack data sharing, we cannot use the
most advanced digital tools to support
human services goals.
If consumers can find and book
accommodation on Airbnb in under
a minute, why are our caseworkers
spending hours calling around to find
placements for at-risk children? If a smart
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crop system can predict when a farmer
needs to order more nitrogen, why can’t
we actively monitor key indicators like
school absenteeism or hospital visits to
predict when children are likely to become
at risk?
The technology exists to do all of this
— and so much more. And we don’t even
need to gather more information.
Agencies can and do integrate
existing datasets to understand cohorts
and interactions across agencies and
communities, and design better programs,
services and responses. By combining
multiple datasets from across systems and
reviewing against historic patterns, new
tools can uncover early markers that signal
a child or family is at risk.
In the UK, by running predictive
analytics over publicly available data, one
London borough can now identify six to
eight weeks in advance that a family may
become homeless — and nine months
ahead of time that a child may need to be
taken into care.
In Brazil, vulnerable families are
identified before they become homeless
by analysing welfare payments and
changes in food bank usage patterns.
Wherever data sharing is prevalent,
agencies are able to respond to early
warning signals and offer support
before families reach crisis point. Such
interventions not only improve citizen
wellbeing — and sometimes save lives —
they are also substantially more costeffective than waiting until a crisis occurs.
Automated data collecting, sharing and
visualisation tools could save caseworkers
30 to 50% of their administrative time in
some instances, freeing them up to spend
more time with at-risk children and families.
In New Zealand, the Family Harm app
has replaced a 13-page paper form that
used to take police officers 40 minutes
to complete. Information that used to
take days to reach police records is now
uploaded instantly — often during an
interaction. The app also gives frontline
officers useful information such as
historical episodes at the same location.
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If consumers can find and book accommodation
on Airbnb in under a minute, why are our
caseworkers spending hours calling around to
find placements for at-risk children?
Police describe having this additional
context as an “eyes wide open” approach
that is paying huge dividends.
Caseworkers need more
robust data
Many government agencies have formed
cross-agency intelligence functions and
integrated datasets to enable real-time
analysis of risk and forecasting of need —
both to inform policy and service system
design and also enable rapid decisionmaking during operational service
delivery.
At the same time, the Commonwealth
has continued to invest in building data
capability across the Australian Public
Service through initiatives such as the
Multi-Agency Data Integration Project and
the data professional stream strategy.
But nowhere is this more important
than in human services, which relies
heavily on its caseworkers exercising
judgement. Their job is to make the best
decision they can in any given situation.
And, despite decades of experience,
enormous dedication and immensely
good intentions, caseworkers are only
human. For a multitude of reasons, some
decisions are made without the benefit of
all the key information relevant to the case.
These indispensable frontline staff do
an amazing job, often burdened by heavy
workloads. They don’t always have a lot of
time to triage a new reported risk of harm
or make a decision on a family in their
caseload. Also, because at-risk families
are seen by many agencies, even when
caseworkers see risk markers they may
assume someone else is already dealing
with the issue — a variation of the welldocumented ‘bystander effect’.

Five myths holding
back data sharing
In both our formal research interviewing
frontline workers and end users, and
our work with clients, we continually
hear people speak of a desire to move
to holistic, integrated service delivery.
And the pandemic has demonstrated
that people can react quickly to new
technologies, with 58% of Australia’s
human services respondents thinking their
agency staff quickly adapted to the use of
new digital technology and data solutions.
We believe if people had time to stand
back and think about what’s possible and
understand the reality of data sharing,
resistance would fade away.
To this point, let us dispel once and for
all the myths and concerns around data
sharing. Anecdotal evidence suggests
some human services frontline workers
are reluctant to share data because they
believe:
1. Privacy issues have not been solved.
Most states have already passed
legislation that enables information
sharing. In contrast to historical
precedent, privacy commissioners
are now encouraging data sharing
with the user’s consent and where it
makes sense. Caseworkers should
also be aware that a lot of the data
shared is anonymised. Datasets can
be linked in a central way that protects
the identity of individuals but brings
together critical data from different
systems across agencies. This can
then be presented back to case
workers in automated case notes,
putting together all the touchpoints
an individual or household has with
human services agencies.
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2. People can’t be reduced to numbers.
This is true, but data sharing isn’t just
about the numbers. Written case notes
can be digitised and searched, giving
caseworkers a summary of decades of
notes in seconds.
3. They need to see for themselves.
Some caseworkers have learned
from experience not to trust anything
they haven’t seen with their own eyes.
Without downplaying the importance of
direct involvement in assessment, any
additional information is an important
resource, even if it comes with a
question mark. Over time, as crossagency collaboration and data sharing
become more widespread, trust will
build and caseworkers will become
more confident about the information
the system delivers to their phone
before they walk into a home.
4. Digital is less secure than paper.
Many people who are resisting
digitising and sharing data have no
qualms about handing over a paper
file or faxing information to another
agency. Arguably, properly protected
digital records are at least as or
even more secure than their paper
equivalents.
5. Data and automation will replace
the human touch. People fear
that automation is the precursor to
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removing human judgment from
human services. Yet the likelihood is
that the opposite is true. In the mining
industry, the introduction of automation
has actually created jobs. The future
of human services will continue to rely
on human judgement and the need for
a human touch. The technology being
proposed will simply make it easier for
people do their jobs well and give them
rapid access to useful information that
will make them even more effective.
How to keep digital
momentum going
Holistic, integrated service delivery
enabled by data sharing is the key to
unlocking the potential in what the human
services sector already has in place. To
embrace the power of data to protect our
most vulnerable citizens, agencies and
departments should:
• set the vision from the top and embed
process and practice signals that
encourage data sharing
• open up the system to more flexible
funding arrangements and new models
of accountability to remove blockers
between agencies and providers
• agree on new, shared measurements
of success against which every agency
and provider is held accountable
• create a culture that rewards

Survey methodology
The survey was conducted using
an online interview administered to
members of the YouGov Plc UK panel
of 800,000+ individuals. Fieldwork
was undertaken between 3 and 29
September 2020 with 2313 health
and human services managers
spread across Australia, India, Italy,
New Zealand, UAE, US and the US.
In Australia, the cohort included 69
human services managers.

individuals when they make a choice
to try something new and think beyond
traditional ways of planning and
executing programs
• make investment in digital literacy as
important as that in other professional
development.
Ultimately, all these changes need to
be driven by a desire to focus outcomes
on an end user’s real needs and
wellbeing. It will then be that individual
who determines what those outcomes
should be. As one end user said, wouldn’t
it be fantastic if all organisations could
“get on the same page and work for us”.
That will not happen until human services
embraces data sharing at every level.
Let’s not wait for the next crisis to drive
change forward. Human services has
everything it needs to build on the digital
‘muscle’ it has built over the last nine
months and start to understand and make
brilliant use of the rich data it holds.

EY Partner Dr Sonia Sharp holds a Ph.D.
in educational psychology and has
worked in senior government positions in
Australia and the UK.
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Cloud

A new report outlines the key factors behind the sometimes-slow
adoption of cloud services in the public sector.

P

ublic sector IT association
Socitm has published
a new practical guide
for public sector CIOs
into the challenges
and opportunities presented by cloud
computing.
According to the report, while
the relatively slow adoption of cloud
computing in the public sector is often
attributed to public servants being adverse
to change, this only paints a partial picture.
Other factors include cloud
sellers overselling the benefits and
misunderstanding the risks, costs and
challenges of cloud adoption in a public
sector context, as well as a lack of strong
governance and unclear cloud adoption
policies at the leadership level.
A key factor behind a successful cloud
adoption strategy is understanding the
various types of services available, the
report states. Procurement concerns will
differ depending on the service.
For example, hosted cloud platforms
offer basic cloud infrastructure as a
service, the report states. Procurers can
assume the recognised brands are safe,
secure and resilient, but must take care in
managing how sensitive data is tracked
and shared, and where data is located and
processed.
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Cloud-native applications meanwhile
can be deployed and fixed faster, but CIOs
will need to ensure that their team has
mature methods for development and
optimisation. Homegrown solutions can
help address particular challenges better
than even specialist solutions from the
private sector, but care needs to be taken
to optimise performance and security and
avoid creating future legacy overheads.
Realising the benefits of cloud
investments also involves careful planning
and often requires advice on how to best
capitalise on the investments.
These benefits include improved
resilience, enhanced security, potential
cost savings, sustainability improvements,
greater flexibility and superior innovation.
Public sector CIOs also need to resist
the temptation to attempt to do everything
at once, Socitm said, warning that too
many concurrent cloud implementation
and transformation projects can be
confusing and challenging in terms of
governance, supplier management and
change management.
In addition, adopting cloud
computing can introduce some unique
risks. But while many CIOs expect the
main risks of cloud computing to be in
maintaining resilience and control of the
technology environment, security and

data management, these fears can be
misplaced, the report states.
Instead, cloud technologies commonly
cause risks in areas including increased
use of shadow IT, a growing dependency
on internet connectivity and capacity, the
lack of clear data ownership for apps, and
the lack of understanding or tracking of
data use — which can have regulatory
implications.
The report adds that a move to a
predominantly cloud model of IT requires
even more careful consideration by CIOs,
who can expect to face challenges in
areas ranging from security to avoiding
vendor lock-in, the provision of technical
support, data governance issues and
increased requirements for IT resources.
Another area that needs careful
thought is choosing a cloud service
provider partner. Socitm recommends that
CIOs conduct extensive due diligence
checks in tendering and selecting a cloud
service.
These checks should involve an
evaluation of both the vendor and its
solutions — with credential checks and
standards and accreditation evaluations
— as well as the terms of the proposed
contract, including the support for
transition and migration that the vendor will
provide.
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ATO invests in face verification
technology from iProov

i

Proov has been selected by the ATO
to provide face verification services
for myGovID. It’s the latest in a series
of examples of governments turning
to Genuine Presence Assurance for
online identity verification.
Genuine Presence Assurance enables
governments, banks and other organisations
to verify that a person accessing services
remotely is genuinely whom they claim to
be. It combines the highest levels of security
with an effortless experience for the user —
essential to delivering inclusivity to citizens
who may be unfamiliar with technology.
A remote user wanting to complete a
secure process using their mobile device,
for example opening a bank account,
onboarding to a digital identity program
or applying for a driver’s license, is asked to
verify their identity with a brief face scan.
This process, which lasts a few seconds, uses
a sequence of colours to establish that the
user is:
• The right person — does this person
match the identity in the trusted source
• A real person — is this person a human
being and not a photo, a mask or other
presentation attack
• Authenticating right now — is this person
authenticating themselves right now and
is not a digitally injected attack using a
video, deepfake or other synthetic media
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The user does not need to move or follow
instructions. They simply position their
face into an oval on the screen and the scan
takes place.
By enabling governments to prevent online
fraud in this way, iProov technology means
that processes once requiring an in-person
appointment with an identity check done
by an official can now be done digitally.
iProov’s Genuine Presence Assurance is
being used by governments globally to
support a wide range of services, from
digital identity programs to immigration
and health. The UK Home Office is using
iProov, provided by WorldReach, to enable
millions of EU citizens living in the UK
to apply to the EU Settlement Scheme.
iProov is also being used by the National
Health Service (NHS) in the UK to
onboard citizens to their NHS login, which
provides access to health records and repeat
prescription facilities.
In Singapore, the Government Technology
Agency (GovTech) is using iProov,
supplied by Toppan Ecquaria, to provide
face verification services for their national
digital identity program, enabling
Singapore residents to access 500 digital
services via the SingPass app.
In the US, iProov is helping to facilitate
cross-border travel for the US Department
of Homeland Security. iProov’s solution

enables travellers to use their personal
devices to report their entry and exit to US
Customs and Border Protection without
requiring the direct engagement of a CBP
Officer in person or online.
Genuine Presence Assurance also maximises
user privacy. Face verification is very
different to face recognition, where faces are
matched to a database without user consent.
A user knows that face verification is taking
place, they collaborate with it, they see a
direct benefit from it and their privacy is
protected, using the privacy firewall.
Establishing the genuine presence of an
online user has never been more important.
Fraudsters can view banks and governments
as honeypots, worthy of a concerted effort
for impersonation or fake identity creation.
In America, for example, benefit programs
and stimulus packages have been targeted
by fraudsters online, leading to losses of
$36bn USD.
With Genuine Presence Assurance,
governments have the ability to verify user
identity securely and protect against fraud,
while offering convenience, inclusivity and
privacy to the citizen.

iProov Ltd
www.iproov.com
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Calendar
Comms Connect New Zealand 2021
Wellington: 12–13 May
Panels, case studies, tech insights and training for
critical comms users.
comms-connect.com.au/event/comms-connect-nz/

Secure IT disposal
Reuse-Recycle IT is a provider of certified secure
technology disposal for government and industry
throughout Australia. Its experienced team manages the
complete disposal process, ensuring the secure handling,
storage and destruction of all IT equipment, including
classified equipment. Its processes are ISO, PSPF and ISM
compliant and include end-to-end reporting and auditing
as well as certification of sanitisation/destruction. Where
necessary, Reuse-Recycle IT can also work together with
external service providers.
Reuse-Recycle IT is also ISO 14001-2015 Environmental
accredited and can guarantee that all equipment is
processed appropriately, to the highest environmental
standards, creating zero landfill.

Australian Cybersecurity Congress
Online: 25 May
The ‘premier’ virtual conference for cybersecurity
professionals in Australia.
terrapinn.com/congress/australian-cyber-security/
Techweek2021
Online: 25–30 May
A tech festival with a mix of live, virtual and hybrid
events.
nztech.org.nz/event/techweek2021/
Tech in Gov
10–11 August
Bringing together public and private sector experts
to learn and network.
terrapinn.com/conference/technology-ingovernment/
EduTECH International Congress & Expo
Melbourne: 17–18 August
Bringing members of the education tech scene
together under one roof.
terrapinn.com/exhibition/edutech-australia/

The company only engages with buyers who provide
assurance that they will comply with international laws and
standards, such as child labour laws, export controls and
adherence to UN labour laws and worker rights.

ITU Digital World 2021
Hanoi: 1–30 September
A global platform for accelerating ICT innovations.
digital-world.itu.int

On the customer’s behalf, Reuse-Recycle IT pursues
financial return from electronic waste (such as the $5+
million returned to the ACT Government) while also
providing a managed, secure service with timely and
accurate reporting.
Reuse-Recycle IT’s team can discuss users’ IT disposal
requirements and explain how its services can assist to
‘empty your basement’ and provide financial return in
doing so.

Comms Connect Melbourne 2021
Melbourne: 19–21 October
Showcasing the latest technologies and solutions in
communications.
comms-connect.com.au
Australian Cyber Conference 2021
Melbourne: 15–17 November
Providing leaders with cybersecurity insights and
best practices skills.
cyberconference.com.au

Reuse-Recycle IT
https://reuse-recycleit.com.au
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